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We had a full truck when we
pulled into Santo Tomás. Peter Lord
and Pedro Garcia Conde from
Villahermosa joined Phil, Chris,
Vickie, Tom, and me, and we had
all our rope and other caving and
camping gear. We arrived after dark
and set up our camp just as the rain
began. The rest of the Villahermosa
cavers were to arrive the next morn-
ing.

Everything was wet in the morn-
ing, but we headed out of town to
look at the cenotes that we had been
told about. After a short, easy hike
we found ourselves looking into a
large, round body of water. A local
man said that the water level in the
cenotes rises and falls with that of
the nearby river. By the time we had
returned to our camp, the rest of the
cavers had arrived. These were
Roberto Porter, Francisco Hernán-
dez Myares, Fernando Amacry
Soler Azcona, Fernando Amaury
Soler Pérez, Ricardo Maiza Gonzá-
lez, and Fernando Múroz Dagdug.
With the entire crew present, we
headed down the road toward
Niños Héroes. About 2 kilometers

before we got to Niños Héroes, the
road broke into a large valley. The
walls on both sides of this valley are
cliffs of limestone, and as we made
our way toward the Ejido Niños
Héroes we could see cave entrances
from the road. This valley contin-
ues to the southeast into Guatemala.

At Niños Héroes, we packed our
gear on horses for what I was told
would be a long horseback ride into
the mountains. There we would
find the pit that the Villahermosa
cavers had been short-roped on. It
was beautiful day as the horses
headed out of town. Chris was not
feeling well that day and stayed
with the truck. Soon we were on a
very steep trail going up and up and
up. This eventually plateaued out
into fields at a higher elevation.
Then the ride became an undulat-
ing trip across these fields, until we
stopped in a small valley. Here we
dismounted and were told that the
pit was just 50 meters from where
we tethered the horses.

Using our 75-meter rope, Phil
rigged the entrance to the pit, which
we called Sótano de Niños Héroes.

As this had been discovered by the
Villahermosa cavers, they got the
first descent. This was made by Pe-
ter Lord, followed by Roberto Por-
ter.

As it looked like getting every-
one into that cave and then out
again would take some time, Phil,
Vickie, Tom, and I went over to a
small pit we had seen from the
horse trail. This pit looked less deep
and was quickly rigged by Phil.
Tom got the honor of first decent
(his first virgin pit), and soon Vickie
had out the tape and instruments,
and we surveyed down the pit. The
pit turned out to be 24 meters deep
and blind.

Back at Sótano de Niños Héroes,
it had become obvious that every-
one would not get down that pit. A
couple of the Villahermosa cavers
came over to drop our shorter pit,
which we named Poza de la Novi-
llona because of the dead calf at the
bottom of the drop. Just about the
time that the Mexican cavers got to
the bottom of Novillona, it started
to rain. Before long everyone on the
surface was soaked through. By the
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